Abstract-A new method for the design of linear-phase robust far-field broadband beamformers using constrained optimization is proposed. In the method, the maximum passband 1 ripple and minimum stopband attenuation are ensured to be within prescribed levels, while at the same time maintaining a good linearphase characteristic at a prescribed group delay in the passband. Since the beamformer is intended primarily for small-sized microphone arrays where the microphone spacing is small relative to the wavelength at low frequencies, the beamformer can become highly sensitive to spatial white noise and array imperfections if a direct minimization of the error is performed. Therefore, to limit the sensitivity of the beamformer the optimization is carried out by constraining a sensitivity parameter, namely, the white noise gain (WNG) to be above prescribed levels across the frequency band. Two novel design variants have been developed. The first variant is formulated as a convex optimization problem where the maximum error in the passband is minimized, while the second variant is formulated as an iterative optimization problem and has the advantage of significantly improving the linear-phase characteristics of the beamformer under any prescribed group delay or linear-array configuration. In the second variant, the passband group-delay deviation is minimized while ensuring that the maximum passband ripple and stopband attenuation are within prescribed levels. To reduce the computational effort in carrying out the optimization, a nonuniform variable sampling approach over the frequency and angular dimensions is used to compute the required parameters. Experiment results show that beamformers designed using the proposed methods have much smaller passband group-delay deviation for similar passband ripple and stopband attenuation than a modified version of an existing method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Microphone arrays are widely used in speech communication applications such as hands-free telephony, hearing aids, speech recognition, and teleconferencing systems. Beamforming is often used with microphone arrays to enhance a speech signal from a preferred spatial direction [1] . In general, the beamforming approach can be fixed or adaptive, depending upon whether the spatial directivity pattern is fixed [2] - [21] , Copyright (c) 2012 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to use this material for any other purposes must be obtained from the IEEE by sending an email to pubs-permissions@ieee.org. R. C. Nongpiur and D. J. Shpak are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada V8W 3P6 e-mail: rnongpiu@ece.uvic.ca; dshpak@ece.uvic.ca
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or varies adaptively on the basis of incoming data [22] - [25] . Though adaptive beamforming performs better when the acoustic environment is time-varying, fixed beamforming is preferred in applications where the direction of the sound source is fixed, such as in in-car communication systems [27] or in hearing aids. In addition, fixed beamformers have lower computational complexity and are easier to implement.
In many beamformer applications, such as in-car communication systems, voice recognition systems, video conferencing systems, etc., there is often a need to ensure that the gain across the passband has little variation from unity while that in the stopband is always below a prescribed level. At the same time, a passband with good linear-phase characteristics is usually preferred to avoid any signal distortion. Consequently, a straightforward approach for the design of such beamformers is to formulate the problem in terms of the L ∞ norm as it leads to a minimax optimization of the appropriate error functions [26] .
In [2] - [9] , designs for broadband beamformers that are not constrained by the size of the array aperture or are based on the assumption of ideal or known microphone characteristics have been proposed. However, in certain applications such as in hearing aid and in-car communication systems there are physical constraints on the array aperture size such that the wavelength of the signal in the lower end of the frequency band is much longer than the maximum allowed aperture length. Consequently, as evident from earlier designs for superdirective narrowband arrays [10] - [14] , broadband beamformers designed for physically-compact applications can become very sensitive to errors in array imperfections and therefore robustness constraints need to be incorporated in the design. In [15] - [19] , the statistics of microphone characteristics are taken into account to derive broadband beamformers that are robust to microphone mismatches, while in [20] the white noise gain (WNG) is incorporated in the design to ensure that the beamformer is robust to spatial white noise and array imperfections. The use of the WNG constraint is not new and has been used in earlier beamformer designs to ensure robustness in superdirective beamformers [10] - [12] . Interestingly, it has been shown in [17] that the use of statistical properties of the microphone characteristics in [15] to improve the beamformer robustness is also a class of the WNG constrained-based technique. Nevertheless, efforts to design robust broadband beamformers with a frequencyinvariant beampattern have been carried out only in recent years [15] - [20] .
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In the method in [21] , the beamformer is designed by performing an L 2 minimization of the desired beamformer response while constraining the response at the centre of the passband to unity and the WNG to be above a prescribed level. The method in [21] , however, is not very effective for designing broadband beamformers where the maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation is specified since it is based on optimizing the L 2 norm of the error rather than the L ∞ norm. Further, the method is only applicable when the prescribed group delay is zero.
In this paper, we develop a method for designing robust broadband beamformers with good linear-phase characteristics in the passband while ensuring that the maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation are below and above specified levels, respectively. In the method, we use the L ∞ norm of the error to formulate the optimization problem. Two novel variants have been developed where the WNG is constrained to be above prescribed levels across the frequency band. In the first variant, the beamformer is formulated as a convex optimization problem where the maximum passband error is minimized. The second variant is formulated as an iterative second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem that minimizes the passband group-delay deviation, with the advantage of significantly improving the linear-phase characteristics of the beamformer under any prescribed group delay or lineararray configuration. The iterative SOCP has been extended from the design of IIR filters, such as in [28] and [29] , to optimize the non-linear formulations of the WNG and the group-delay deviation in the proposed method. It should be noted that in [30] , conformal arrays were designed by formulating the optimization problem as an iterative SOCP; however, the method in [30] is primarily confined to the design of narrowband arrays where only the magnitude of the desired beam pattern is specified.
To reduce the high computational effort associated with designing broadband beamformers using the iterative SOCP method, we extended the nonuniform sampling method, developed in [31] for the design of digital filters, to two dimensions: frequency and angles; this has resulted in a reduction of the computational effort by more than an order of magnitude for the SOCP method. Experimental results show that beamformers designed using the proposed methods have superior performance when compared to a modified version of an existing method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the filter-and-sum beamformer and the associated formulations of the beamformer response and WNG for a uniform linear array in the far field. Then in Section III, we develop formulations for variant 1 of the proposed method where the design is formulated as a convex optimization problem. In Section IV, we develop formulations for variant 2 of the proposed method where the design is formulated as an iterative SOCP problem. Then in Section V, performance comparisons between the proposed design variants with a modified version of an existing method are carried out. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 
II. FAR-FIELD BROADBAND BEAMFORMING
In this paper, we assume a far-field signal impinging on a linear microphone array that is realized as a filter-and-sum beamformer, as shown in Fig. 1 . The microphones are assumed to be omnidirectional and the filters are FIR. If N is the number of microphones and L is the length of each filter, the response of the filter-and-sum beamformer is given by [1] 
where
ω is the frequency in radians, θ is the direction of arrival, c is the speed of sound in air, f s is the sampling frequency, d n is the distance of the nth microphone from the origin, and x n,l is the lth coefficient of nth FIR filter. In matrix form, (1) can be expressed as
If θ d is the desired steering angle of the beamformer, the WNG of the beamformer is given by [1] 
a(ω)
I N is an N × N identity matrix, ⊗ is the Kronecker product, and v 2 is the L 2 norm of vector v.
III. BEAMFORMER DESIGN AS A CONVEX OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
If B d (ω, θ) is the desired beampattern at all frequencies and directions, the error between the beamformer response and the desired beampattern is given by
The L p norm of the error across the passband directions Θ pb ∈ [θ pl , θ ph ] and frequency band of interest Ω ∈ [ω l , ω h ] is given by
and κ p is a constant. For the stopband region, defined by Θ sb ∈ [θ sl , θ sh ], we set B d (ω, θ) = 0 and, as a consequence, the L p norm of the stopband error is given by
∈ Θ sb and κ s is a constant. To obtain the filter coefficients for a broadband beamformer, the optimization problem is solved by minimizing the passband error, E (pb) p (x), while constraining the stopband error to be below a prescribed threshold. To ensure robustness, the WNG is also constrained to be above prescribed levels across the frequency band; that is
subject to:
where Γ sb is the minimum stopband attenuation and Γ wng (ω) is the minimum WNG at frequency ω. Since the WNG constraint in (17) is a non-linear constraint that is non-convex, the optimization problem in (17) is accordingly non-convex. For a linear-phase beamformer response with prescribed group delay of τ , the desired passband beamformer response,
it is clear that the WNG in (8) will satisfy
then the condition G w (x, ω) > Γ wng (ω) will always be true. Taking the square root on both sides of (21), substituting from (8), and doing some simple algebraic manipulation we get
If the desired response in the passband is linear phase as in (18) , it is clear that the minimization of |B(x, ω, θ d ) − e −jωτ d | will result in a beamformer solution where the term,
, is approximately unity with an imaginary component that is very small compared to unity. This implies that
which further implies that the inequality in (20) is approximately an equality, thereby making the inequalities in (21) and (22) approximately equivalent to the WNG inequality constraint in (17) . Using (8) and (23) the inequality in (22) can be expressed as
which turns out to be a convex inequality. To ensure that the design results in a minimization of the maximum passband ripple while the maximum stopband gain is below Γ sb , the L ∞ norm of the error is optimized; that is, we set p = ∞ in (12) and (15) . With these modifications, and using the convex WNG constraint in (24) , the problem in (17) can now be formulated as a convex optimization problem given by minimize
subject to: (14) when B d (ω, θ) has a linear-phase response as in (18) .
A. Special case of symmetric and perfectly linear-phase beamformers for symmetric microphone arrays
If the beampattern is symmetric about θ = π/2 in magnitude and phase, and the positions of the array sensors are symmetric with respect to the array center such that
then the filters of the beamformer will satisfy the symmetry condition
Conversely, if the position of the array sensors are symmetric with respect to the array center and condition (27) is satisfied, then the beampattern is always symmetric. Since (27) is an affine condition, it can therefore be incorporated in the convex optimization problem in (25) as an additional constraint.
If the desired group delay is set to
then the beampattern is guaranteed to be perfectly linear phase if the condition
is satisfied, in addition to the condition in (26) . Note that the linear-phase condition in (29) is applicable even for nonsymmetric beamformers. The symmetry and linear-phase conditions lead to a simplification of the beamformer response where the number of variables is approximately reduced by a factor of about 2 as shown in Appendixes A and B. Therefore, using these simplifications, it is indeed possible to reformulate the optimization problem so that the number of variables in the optimization problem is reduced by about a factor of 2. Note that for the special case where the desired beampattern is symmetric about θ = π/2 and the desired group delay is τ hlf , the number of variables can be reduced even further, by a factor of 4, as shown in [19] .
IV. BEAMFORMER DESIGN AS AN ITERATIVE PROBLEM
In this section, the objective is to minimize the passband group-delay deviation while ensuring that the maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation are within prescribed specifications and the WNG is above prescribed levels across the frequency band. Since the group-delay deviation, the passband response error, and the WNG are non-linear functions that are non-convex, we frame the optimization as an iterative constrained optimization problem by approximating each update as a linear approximation step as in [28] . To this end, we derive formulations for the group-delay deviation, the passband response error, and the white noise gain. Then, we incorporate the formulations within the framework of a constrained optimization problem.
A. Group-delay deviation
The group delay of the beamformer response, B(ω, θ), is given by
From Appendix C, it is easy to show that the group delay of the beamformer simplifies to
The group-delay error at frequency ω is given by
where τ d is the prescribed group delay. If x k is the value of x at the start of the kth iteration and δ is the update to x k , the updated value of the group-delay error can be estimated by a linear approximation
which becomes more accurate as δ 2 gets smaller. The L p -norm of the passband group-delay error for the kth iteration is given by
where ω m ∈ Ω, θ n ∈ Θ pb , and κ g is a constant. Expressing (40) in matrix form, we get
The right-hand side of (41) is the L p -norm of an affine function of δ and, therefore, it is convex with respect to δ [26] .
B. Passband Response Error
Since the minimization of the passband group-delay deviation results in a linearization of the phase, we compute the passband response error by considering only the magnitude response so as to facilitate greater decoupling between the passband response error and the group delay deviation. This is because greater decoupling or independence between the optimization parameter results in greater degrees of freedom and, in turn, a better solution. Consequently, the passband response error is given by
where ω ∈ Ω and θ ∈ Θ pb . Using the same approach as in Subsection IV-A, the L p -norm of the passband response error, E (pb) p (x k ), in matrix form can be approximated as
If Γ wng (ω) is the prescribed lower bound of the WNG at frequency ω, the difference between the WNG of the beamformer and the prescribed lower bound is given by
As in Subsection IV-A, the update of e w (x, ω) for the kth iteration can be approximated as
Sampling the RHS of (51) across Ω and expressing it in matrix form we get
and ω m ∈ Ω.
D. Formulating the Optimization Problem
The optimization problem is solved using a two-step method. The objective of the first step is to obtain a good starting point for the second step. In the first step, the passband error is minimized under the constraint that the stopband error is below a prescribed threshold and the WNG is above prescribed levels across the frequency spectrum. In the second step, we instead minimize the passband group-delay deviation while constraining the stopband error and the WNG as in the first step; additionally, we also constrain the passband error so that it does not exceed that of the beamformer solution obtained in the first step.
For the first step, we consider two initializing beamformers. The first initializing beamformer is obtained by solving the optimization problem in (25) . The second is obtained by modifying the problem in (25) to include a regularization term so that the filter coefficients remain small. We found that in many cases, the regularized version facilitates faster convergence and results in better solutions for the second step 2 . The modified problem is given by minimize
where λ is a small positive value. In our experiments, λ was set to 0.01. It should be noted that though the beamformer solution of (55) may work better for initialization, it usually has lower performance when compared with that of (25) . In all cases, we found that using any of the two initialization solutions always result in a final beamformer solution that has much smaller group delay deviation. Therefore, if there is a need to reduce the amount of computation required, only the second initializing beamformer can be used. For the second step, the solution is obtained by solving an iterative optimization problem where the group-delay error in (41) is minimized under the constraint that the passband and stopband errors in (46) and (15) , respectively, are below prescribed thresholds and the WNG in (52) is above prescribed levels across the frequency spectrum; i.e.,
where Γ pb and Γ sb are the passband and stopband thresholds, respectively, and 0 ∈ R M . Note that the errors E (gd) p (x) and E (pb) p (x) provide the useful flexibility for independently controlling the passband phase characteristics and magnitude response in the optimization. To ensure that the maximum group-delay error is minimized under the constraint that the maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation are below prescribed specifications, we consider their
where Γ δ (k) ensures that the L 2 norm of the update is small. The threshold for the passband response error is obtained by taking the L ∞ norm of the passband response error of the beamformer solution obtained in the first step as
where x sol1 is the beamformer solution obtained in the first step and f is a small positive value for fine tuning the maximum passband ripple. During the starting phase of the optimization iterations it is quite possible that the stopband error may not satisfy the prescribed threshold or the WNG constraint may not be satisfied at some of the frequency points. To ensure that the optimization problem does not become infeasible, we relax the two inequality constraints by adding or subtracting the bounds with a slack variable, δ rlx , which is also minimized; when δ rlx = 0, the original constraints are restored. Furthermore, to speed up the convergence, Γ δ (k) can be made relatively large during the starting iteration and gradually reduced to a small fixed value after a certain number of iterations. With these modifications the optimization problem becomes
where δ ∈ R LN and δ rlx ∈ R 1 are the optimization variables and
such that γ i > γ i+1 and W > 0. Consequently, the 2-step method can be summarized as follows:
Step A-1: Solve the convex optimization problem in (55).
Step A-2: Solve the iterative algorithm in (59) using the beamformer obtained in A-1 for initialization.
Step B-1 (optional): Solve the convex optimization problem in (25) .
Step B-2 (optional): Solve the iterative algorithm in (59) using the beamformer obtained in B-1 for initialization.
Step C: If Steps B-1 and B-2 are used, compare the beamformers obtained in Steps A-2 and B-2 and take the one with the smaller group-delay deviation. Otherwise, the solution from Step A-2 is taken.
The optional steps, B-1 and B-2, can be carried out if the amount of computation required is not a critical factor, in order to increase the possibility for obtaining a better solution. Note that in our experiments we have used the optional steps.
The optimization problem in (59) can be readily expressed as second order cone programmming (SOCP) problems as in [28] and solved using efficient SOCP solvers such as the one available in the SeDuMi optimization toolbox for MATLAB [32] .
E. Special case of symmetric FIR filters with symmetric microphone array For the iterative optimization problem, the symmetry constraint in (27) can be formulated for the kth iteration as
n,l is an element of the kth iteration of x as defined in (3), and δ n,l the corresponding update for that iteration. Though the symmetry constraint in (61) guarantees that the beampattern is perfectly symmetric, it will not always result in the minimum group-delay deviation for the same passband and stopband specifications, since there can exist other solutions that do not satisfy the constraint in (61) but have smaller group-delay deviation.
F. Non-uniform Variable Sampling in Frequencies and Angles
In [31] , a non-uniform variable sampling technique for L ∞ -norm optimization of digital filters was proposed. The technique was found to be very effective in eliminating the spikes in the error functions while at the same time reducing the computational complexity by an order of magnitude. However, a direct application of the technique in beamformer optimization is not possible since the technique works only in the frequency dimension whereas beamformer optimization requires sampling in the two dimensions of frequency and angle. In this subsection, we extend the technique in [31] to two dimensions so that it can be used to solve optimization problems for beamformer design.
In the dimensions of frequency and angle, the extended technique involves the following steps:
Step A: Evaluate the required error function of ω and θ with respect to a dense uniform 2-dimension (2-D) grid that spans the frequency band on one side and the angular band on the other, say, (ω 1 ,θ 1 ), . . . (ω P ,θ 1 ), . . . (ω P ,θ Q ) where P and Q are fairly large of the order of 10 × M and 10 × K, respectively.
Step B: Segment the 2-D plane into rectangular blocks such that there are M blocks along the dimension of ω and K blocks along the dimension of θ.
Step C: For each of the rectangular blocks find the frequency-angle pair that yields the maximum error. Let the frequency-angle pairs be (ω m , θ k ) where m = 1, 2, . . . , M and k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
Step D: Use the frequency-angle pairs, (ω m , θ k ), in the evaluation of the objective function.
The grid points (ω p ,θ q ) in Step A are referred to as virtual sample points. The technique in [31] also allows for increasing the sampling density near the band edges where spikes are more likely to occur. For two dimensions, an analogous approach is to decrease the length and width of the rectangular blocks in Step B as we approach closer to the edges of the frequency and angular bands. For example, one option to achieve this is to assign fixed frequency-angle points near the frequency and angular band edges by simply setting the lengths and widths of the rectangular blocks to the unit virtualsampling distance at those locations.
G. Practical Considerations
To evaluate the parameters that are dependent on the frequency and angles, the 2-D nonuniform variable sampling technique described in Subsection IV-F is used. The 2-D technique results in a complexity reduction by more than an order of magnitude, thereby significantly speeding up the optimization algorithm. The weights W for the slack parameter, δ rlx , in (59) should not be too small as this can make the optimization algorithm unstable and prevent it from converging; at the same time, it should also not be too large as this can slow down the convergence process. Typical values of W that have been found to work well range between 500 to 5000.
Though the convergence speed depends on the initialization point, in most cases the optimization algorithms in (59) converge to a good solution within 50 iterations. In some cases, it has been observed that the solution keeps improving with each iteration, but beyond a certain point the degree of improvement is too small to be of practical significance and the optimization can be terminated. Furthermore, it has been observed that during the optimization iterations the objective function may at some point show very small improvement, or even increase for several iterations, before rapidly decreasing again. To ensure that the optimization is not prematurely terminated, the termination condition is decided by monitoring the values of the objective function for the last L o iterations. If none of the L o values are less than the minimum of the objective function obtained before the last L o iterations, the iteration is terminated. In our experiments, L o = 5 has been found to work well.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide comparative experimental results to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed method. The comparison experiments are divided into three subsections on the basis of the prescribed group delay; i.e., in the first, second, and third subsections, the prescribed group delay is set to 0, [(L − 1)f 2) Designs V1-A(Sym) and V1-C(Sym): These designs are special cases of designs V1-A and V1-C, respectively, where the prescribed beampattern is symmetric about θ = π/2 with the assumption that the positions of the array sensors are symmetric with respect to the array center. The design ensures that the solution has a beampattern that is perfectly symmetrical, which is obtained by solving the convex optimization problem in (25) with the equality constraint in (27) included.
3) Design V1-B: This design is used when the prescribed group delay is [(L − 1)f The competing beamformer is obtained by considering the beamformer design in [21] . In that design, the filter coefficients are obtained by solving an optimization problem where the L 2 norm of the error of the beamformer response is minimized while constraining the center of the passband to be unity and the WNG to be above a prescribed threshold. However, since the objective in this paper is to design beamformers where the maximum passband ripple and the minimum stopband attenuation are below prescribed levels, using L 2 -norm optimization is not appropriate; rather, a much better norm is the L ∞ norm [26] . Consequently, we modify the method in [21] so that the L ∞ norm of the passband error is minimized under the constraint that the L ∞ norm of the stopband error are below prescribed levels. In [21] , the center of the passband was constrained to unity and the desired passband response was set to unity, thereby constraining the group delay of the beamformer to be 0; in this modification, we generalize the beamformer to have any prescribed group delay by constraining the center of the passband to B d (ω m , θ d ) and setting the desired passband response to B d (ω m , θ p ), which is defined in (18) . With these modifications, the modified convex optimization problem is given by minimize
where x is the optimization variable and d
is defined in (25) . Consequently, the optimization problem in (62) can also be combined with the symmetry constraints in (27) and (29) to give the following variants:
Design C-A: Here the beamformers are designed using the optimization problem in (62) with the prescribed group delay, τ d , set to 0.
Design C-A(Sym): This is a special case of design C-A where the prescribed beampattern is symmetric about θ = π/2. This beamformer is obtained by solving the optimization problem in (62) with the equality constraints in (27) included.
Design C-B: This design is used when the prescribed group delay is
. This beamformer is obtained by solving the optimization problem in (62) with the equality constraints in (29) included. This design results in beamformers with perfect linear phase.
In both of the subsections, we consider design specifications where the beampattern is symmetric and non-symmetric about θ = π/2. For the symmetric case the desired steering angle θ d , which is used in (8) , is set to π/2 and for the nonsymmetric case to 2π/3. In all designs the WNG is constrained to be above 0 dB, and therefore Γ wng = 1.
For the iterative optimization problem in (59), W is set to 1000, γ small to 0.001, and Γ δ (k) is defined as
γ 1 = 0.5 and γ 19 = 0.001. The speed of sound, c, is assumed to be 340 m/s while the sampling frequency, f s , is assumed to be 8 kHz. The frequency and angle dependent parameters for designs V2-A and V2-C are evaluated using the 2-D nonuniform variable sampling technique described in Subsection IV-F with the number of virtual sampling points for the two dimensions, P and Q, set to 200 and 500, respectively, and the number of actual sampling points, M and K, set to 22 and 52, respectively. The number of fixed sampling points at each band edge for both the angular passband and stopband parameters are set to 3 and correspond to the last 3 virtual sampling points at the edges; likewise, the number of fixed sampling point at the edges of the frequency band are also set to 3 and correspond to the last 3 virtual sampling points at the edges. The nonuniform sampling technique is applicable only if the optimization problem in iterative. Hence, for designs that are based on solving a non-iterative convex optimization problem, uniform sampling is used instead. Consequently, for all variants of designs V1 and C, the parameters are evaluated by uniformly sampling the frequency and angular bands and setting the number of sampling points M and K along the two dimensions to each have a value of 200.
The beamformer performance is evaluated using the following parameters:
Maximum passband ripple: The parameter is defined as
Minimum stopband attenuation: The minimum stopband attenuation is defined as the negative of the maximum stopband gain, given by
Passband average group delay: As in [33] for the design of digital filters, the average group delay is evaluated by taking the average of the maximum and minimum group delay in the passband, given by
and τ (ω, θ) is defined in (30) . Passband group delay deviation: The passband group delay deviation is given by
Alternatively, σ τ can also be expressed as
Parameter σ τ (θ) will be used in the comparison plots of the group-delay deviation between the various methods in the experiments. Cost function at the optimum: For beamformers that are designed by solving the convex optimization problem, namely, all variants of designs V1 and C, the cost function at the solution is given by
and for beamformers that are designed by solving the iterative optimization problem, namely, design V2, the cost function is given by
where x sol is the solution for each of the designs. 
A. Examples 1 and 2
In this subsection, we consider the design of beamformers that have a passband group delay of approximately zero. We compare their performance by observing the design that results in the smallest passband group-delay deviation while ensuring that the maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation are at similar levels. For the comparisons, we consider the proposed designs V1-A, V1-A(Sym), and V2-A and compare their performances with designs C-A and C-A(Sym), which are L ∞ -norm modifications of the method in [21] .
We consider two beamformer design examples. In the first example the beamformer is symmetric about θ = π/2 while in the second example it is non-symmetric. The design specifications for the two examples are given in Tables I and III. Since for the first example the desired beampattern is symmetric, we also include designs V1-A(Sym) and C-A(Sym) in the comparison.
The comparison results for examples 1 and 2 are summarized in Tables II and IV and the maximum group-delay deviation, beamformer response, and white noise gain are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. From Table II we observe that design V2-A has the smallest maximum group delay deviation, σ τ , for similar maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband specifications. Among the non-iterative designs, design V1-A(Sym) has the smallest σ τ . It is interesting to note that both the non-iterative designs with symmetry constraints, namely, designs V1-A(Sym) and C-A(Sym), have smaller σ τ but slightly larger cost-function values at their optimum, than their counterparts without symmetry constraints. In addition, White noise gain Fig. 3 . Plots of the maximum passband group-delay deviation and white noise gain for the various designs for example 1. the designs with symmetry constraints also have perfectly symmetric beampatterns as seen from the plots in Fig. 2 .
From Table IV , we again observe that design V2-A has the smallest σ τ for the non-symmetric beamformer specification of example 2. We also observe that for this example, design C-A does not result in a feasible solution; a possible reason for this infeasibility is the equality constraint in (62), which severely restricts the degrees of freedom in the optimization.
From the results in this subsection, we can conclude that for the design of beamformers where the prescribed group delay is 0, design V2-A will give the smallest σ τ for the same values of maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation.
B. Examples 3 and 4
In this subsection, the design specifications for the symmetric and non-symmetric beamformers are the same as in the previous subsection except for two changes: the minimum stopband attenuation is increased to 9.5 dB from 5.5 dB, and the prescribed group delay is set to
For both of the beamformer designs in examples 3 and 4, we consider the proposed design V1-B and compare its performances with competing design C-B.
For example 3, we observe that both of the designs, V1-B and C-B, have zero group-delay deviation or perfectly linear phase; however, among the two, V1-B has better passband ripple and stopband attenuation than C-B.
For the non-symmetric beamformer in example 4, we observe that design V1-B has perfectly linear phase, while design C-B is infeasible.
Note that in examples 3 and 4 the microphone positions satisfy the symmetry condition in (26) and, therefore, designs V1-B and C-B are perfectly linear phase; however, in applications where the microphone positions do not satisfy (26) , design V2-B can be used instead. 
C. Examples 5, 6 and 7
We also carried out comparisons for both the symmetric and non-symmetric beamformer design cases when the prescribed group delay is set to
. For the comparisons, we consider designs V1-C and V2-C for both the symmetric and non-symmetric beamformer cases in examples 5 and 6, respectively. Design C is not considered in these examples as is has been shown in examples 1 to 4 to give beamformers with lower performance than the proposed designs. The design specifications, comparison tables, and plots of the maximum group-delay deviation, beamformer response, and white noise gain for these two examples are given in [34] . From the results, we find that design V2-C results in much smaller group-delay deviation than V1-C for similar passband ripple and stopband attenuation values.
In example 7, we compare the original method in [21] with our proposed method for the symmetric beamformer case. Since the method in [21] has a prescribed group delay of 0, we use designs V1-A(Sym) and V2-A(Sym) for the comparison. The design specifications, comparison tables, and plots of the maximum group-delay deviation, beamformer response, and white noise gain for this examples are given in [34] . From the result, we find that design V2-A has the smallest value of σ τ . Furthermore we also observe that though the beamformer designed using the method in [21] has a slightly better σ τ than design V1-A, the former has a much larger maximum passband-ripple value, which does not satisfy the given specifications in Table XIII. The above design examples have shown that the proposed design method yields robust broadband beamformers that are almost linear-phase. Though under certain conditions, the first variant can give beamformers with perfectly linear phase, the second variant is quite general and can be used for obtaining almost-linear-phase beamformers without any restriction on the array configuration or prescribed group delay. In the future, we plan to evaluate the performance of beamformers derived using the proposed techniques using speech and audio signals.
The optimization problems in the examples were solved on a computer running an Intel Core i7-640LM processor using the SeDuMi optimization toolbox for MATLAB. For the first variant, which uses the convex optimization problem in (25) , the optimization problem takes anywhere between 2 to 10 minutes to compute. For the second variant, each iteration of the optimization problem in (59) takes less than a minute to compute and the optimization usually converges to a good solution in less than 25 minutes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A new method for the design of linear-phase robust far-field broadband audio beamformers using constrained optimization has been described. In the method, the maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation are ensured to be within prescribed levels, while at the same time maintaining a good linear-phase characteristic at a prescribed group delay in the passband. Since the beamformer is intended primarily for small-sized microphone arrays where the microphone spacing is small relative to the wavelength at low frequencies, the beamformer can become highly sensitive to spatial white noise and array imperfections if a direct minimization of the error is performed. Therefore, to limit the sensitivity of the beamformer, the optimization was carried out by constraining a sensitivity parameter, namely, the white noise gain (WNG) to be above prescribed levels across the frequency band.
Two novel design variants have been developed. The first variant was formulated as a convex optimization problem where passband error is minimized, while the second variant was formulated as an iterative optimization problem with the advantage of significantly improving the linear phase characteristics of the beamformer under any prescribed group delay or linear-array configuration. In the second variant, the passband group-delay deviation was minimized while ensuring that the maximum passband ripple and stopband attenuation are within prescribed levels. To reduce the computational effort in carrying out the optimization, a nonuniform sampling approach over the frequency and angular dimensions was used to compute the required parameters. Experimental results showed that beamformers designed using the proposed methods have much smaller passband group-delay deviation for similar passband ripple and stopband attenuation than a modified version of an existing method.
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